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ABSTRACT 
Wireless network is defined as collection of channels in various common frequency bands is shared with 

space. Each and every channel is to contain set of transmitters, through transmitters the data are sends to receiver to 

sender. The Mobile Ad-hoc networks (MANET) are typically distinguished from unplanned mobility devices, the 

devices are randomly incoming and leaving the network and changeable transmission range of devices. This 

distinctiveness makes MANET associations to be alternating and the topology to be extremely dynamic. These 

investigate effort projected mainly two perceptions, one is to reduce the transparency reasons i.e. unnecessary 

transmission of packets and the second is to focuses preemptively control routes in cases of a connection breakage, 

which constructs a path ineffective. In this concept, the nodes are not contributing to the dynamic route or route 

discovery; decrease the redundant packet broadcasting by nodes. This research work also progresses the data 

packet delivery ratio of finding routes preemptively before the last route becomes unavailable to the source. In this 

study effort apply a variety of metric such as delivery ratios, packet dropped due to no-route, average end-to-end 

latency, average route discovery latency, route detection occurrence. These metric are compared with Enhanced 

AOMDV and AOMDV. The simulation result gives effective data packet delivery ratio, reduces end users delay, 

increases route discovery latency. The future works to applying real time scenarios and to improve the preemptive 

determine Routes discovery algorithms in effective manner. 

KEY WORDS: Data Packet Delivery Ratio, Distance Vector, Decentralized Wireless Network, Mobile Ad-hoc 

Network. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays Wireless Ad-hoc Network (WAN) plays wonderful jobs of wireless network areas. A WAN is 

one of the decentralized categories of Wireless Network domain. The normal network called ad-hoc because it 

does not related to pre-existing connections, like with formed routers in wired networks and access points 

controlled in wireless networks. In Wireless Ad-hoc network typically formed into any set of networks where each 

and every one device contains equal grades in the networks as well as open-minded in connections with one 

another in others ad-hoc network devices in link ranges. 

Fig.1, illustrates to facilitate the structure of wireless Ad-hoc network, the wireless devices are connected 

with mobile devices with the assist of wireless. All devices in the wireless network are directly communicated with 

each other in peer-to-peer communication modes. Not required routers or switches for communicating one another. 

Wireless ad-hoc network is suitable for making a group of all the devices should be physically present in secure 

closeness with every one added device. Normally the wireless ad-hoc networks performance is gone down the 

quantity of devices are raises. Any time the connected devices can leave and join without the common control. An 

ad-hoc network approach utilizes the included roles of every adaptor to facilitate wireless services and protection 

verification. The individuality of a wireless Ad hoc network is programmed as below, 

 Each and every one access point in the ad-hoc network utilities autonomously in addition to it has 

individual design file. 

 Each and every access point is responsible for the encryption and decryption. 

 The static type of network configuration formed and it does not react to altering network setting. 

 Wireless Ad-hoc networks can be divided into based on their applications; like Mobile ad-hoc network 

(MANET), wireless mesh network (WMN), Wireless Sensor Network (WSN). We are focusing MANET. The 

main scope of the MANET is devices are connected autonomous status and therefore the devices can join and leave 

without the control of central devices or server. The MANET is supposed to encourage traffic isolated from its 

individual utilize, and accordingly be a router. MANET networks functions of themselves otherwise could be 

linked to the enormous Internet. They may possibly include single or several and dissimilar transceivers among 

devices. These devices outcomes of an extremely dynamic and self-directed topology. 

Normally MANETs are changes dynamic topology basics and routing protocols are selected based on on-

demand. An Ad-hoc on demand distance vector routing (AOMDV) attempts to utilize numerous metrics to 

discovering routes and recommended new methods to afford route maintenance. The main objective of a routing 

protocol is to powerfully discover routes and transfer as various data-packets potential by minimum routing 

overhead. 
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Fig.1. Structure of Wireless Ad-hoc Network 

Literature Review: Supriya Srivastava (2012), descries about the route discovery of the Ad-hoc Wireless network 

is contained ravage devices so that the energy utilization between every one device can be disinterested since 

ravaging devices typically contain extra energy than utilized devices. This method produces route selection and 

energy utilization of the ad-hoc wireless network and also this paper focuses Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) 

routing protocol. This protocol sharing route information with the intermediate devices and perform its control of 

discovering the optional devices. It stores energy which is extreme in producing Reliable Energy Aware Routing 

(RERR) Protocol by the reducing devices and after that appears to all intermediate devices to foundation for 

rediscovering route from foundation devices to target devices. This method reduces to defeat of data packets also 

decreases network failures. 

 Abbas and Oivind (2010), expresses Quality of Service is one of the challenging operation in Mobile      

Ad-hoc network. There are two Categories of the approaches used to afford QoS in mobile ad-hoc networks. The 

first type is named as layered Categories is constructed on the layer of the protocol stack to which the conforming 

procedure belongs. Another type is named functional Categories are constructed on the functionality delivered into 

the corresponding approach. Pratyay Kuila and Prasanta K. Jana (2012), make clear to regard to improving scalable 

and lifetime of the wireless network using clustering of all the wireless devices. The author established Energy 

Efficient Load-Balanced Clusters (EELBC) Algorithm for load balancing and energy efficiency of the ad-hoc 

networks. 

Oliviero (2008), describes a topology control algorithm to developing an optimized form of MANET’s 

lifetime. This algorithm reduces energy consumption whereas concurrently fulfilling overall network properties. 

Ramesh (2010), offered Dynamic Source Routing algorithm is the best appropriate for mobile Ad-hoc 

networks. Normally Ad-hoc network is the high mobility network therefore route may not be exit for long time of 

period. When the existing interactive route goes down the DSR algorithm discovers suitable route. Suppose 

frequently communication routes are to go fails the time will be engaged more and more. So the author introduced 

breakage prediction algorithm in the mobile ad-hoc network. The travelling device routine signal power strength 

from the received packets to expect the link breakage time, and sends a notice to the source device of the packet if 

the connection is to be damaged. Escaping the interruption the source devices to undertake a preemptive route 

reconstructed technique. The predefined threshold signal value the intermediate devices route always perceived the 

signal strength at the time of communication. The signal strength drops under the threshold value the source device 

unable to receive the intermediate device’s messages. Suppose the signal strength goes down to the threshold value 

likely to be disconnected the source devices. If source receive this message it starts consuming standby route and if 

back route too fails formerly it discoveries alternate route. The backup route will minimalize the time consuming 

process of discovering an alternate route to certain scope. 

Nomman Islam and Zubair A. Shaikh (2008), identified with the mobile ad-hoc network the main issues 

are discovering the services. It is clear that the method is enabling service providers to promote their services in a 

dynamic approach and to permit clients to discover and contact those services in an efficient and scalable approach. 

For extending the work in this paper proposed novel approaches it is comfortable and effective approach to 

discovering the ad-hoc network services. The development of a cross layer ad-hoc service discovering solution is 

regularly appropriate for the network of energy controlled ad-hoc mobile devices since - placing service discovery 

at the network layer will decrease the control messages overhead and a smaller amount of messages are swapped 

between devices, therefore processing overhead is reduced. 

Radu (2012), clarified the significant measure of ad-hoc wireless network is nearby device discovery. Once 

neighbor discovering the devices flops, communications and protocols controlling decline. In networks precious 

through relay attacks, also recognized as precise, the failure might be additionally controlled. The author clearly 

presented Mobile Secure Neighbor Discovery, which offers securely discovered nearby devices. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Enhanced Route Discovery Algorithm: Begin when a Resource Device requests to communicate through 

neighbor device for which it has no routing information. 
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Each and every device sustains two counters: Device Sequence Number and Broadcast identity. 

The Resource Device transmits to the neighbors a route request data packet. 

The route request data packet construction: 

<Resource_Device_Address, Device_Sequence_Number, Transmit_Device_Identity, Target_Address, 

Target_Sequence_Number, Hop_Count> 

Resource_Device_Address and Transmit_Device_Identity exclusively recognizes as route request data packet. 

Broadcast_Identity is increased whenever Resource device troubles a route request data packet. 

Each and every neighbor device also convince the route request data packet through transmitting reverse a 

routing reply, or retransmits the route request data packet to its possess neighbors just the once raised the 

Hop_Count with one. 

If a Device receives a route demands data packet that has the equivalent. 

<Resource_Device_Address, Transmit_Device_Identity > 

With an earlier route request data packet it reduce it instantly. 

If a Device not assures the route request data packet, supply: 

 Target Device IP 

 Source Device IP 

 Transmit_Device_Identity 

 Termination time (utilized for reverse path progression) 

 Device_Sequence_Number 

Reverse Path Setup 

In each and every route request data packet there are: 

 Device_Sequence_Number 

 The last Target_Sequence_Number 

0. Device_Sequence_Number: utilized to sustain newness information regarding the reverse route to the source 

device. 

1. Target_Sequence_Number: points out how new a route ought to be; previous to it can be established by the 

source device. 

2. As route request data packet travels from source device to numerous targets, it repeatedly puts up the reverse 

path, from all devices reverse to the source device. 

 The route discovery technique has two mainly stages: data route request stage and data route reply stage. 

The route discovery technique will be preliminarily while a route is demanded by a source device and there is no 

information regarding the route in its routing table. 

Initially, the source device produces a data route request and after that submits the packet to networks. The 

data route request contain subsequent field: Source device address, target address, Hop count, transmit ID, 

Sequence number, Location information, Route termination time and the lifetime of a data route request. 

Enhanced Route Maintenance Algorithm: 

Table.1. Enhanced Route Maintenance Algorithm 
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Primarily, the source device produces a Route Request data packet and then streams the packet to 

networks. The Route Request data packet embraces the subsequent fields: 

Source device address, target address, Hop count, Broadcast ID, Sequence number, Location information, 

Route expiration and the lifetime of an Route Request data packet. 

The Route Request data packets are broadcasts to neighbors surrounded by the source’s communication 

range. 

They also transmit the packets to their neighbors. The methods are repeated until the target delivery of the 

Route Request data packet. Once the intermediate devices accepted the Route Request data packet, it utilizes the 

equivalent procedure as the networks. 

Reverse Path Setup: In each and every Route Request data packets are: Source_Sequence_Number 

Last Target_Sequence_Number 

The Source_Sequence_Number applied to preserve newness information regarding the reverse route to the source 

device. 

The Last Target_Sequence_Number specified how new a route should be; previous to it can be established with the 

source device. 

When a Route Request data packet activity is from Source device to target device, it routinely sets up the 

reverse path, from each and every one device back to the source device. It works as follows; 

 Each and every device records of the address copy to neighbors device which it received the first copy of 

the route request data packet. 

 Route request data packets to traverse the next networks until these records are maintained. 

 
Fig.2. Reverse Path Setup 

Forward Path Setup: Towards specified source device the data broadcasts the routing reply. Devices that are not 

in the path definite by the Routing Reply resolve time out after 3000 ms and resolve remove the reverse pointers. 

 
Fig.3. Forward Path Setup 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Fig.4, undoubtedly illustrates how the stream determination goes on transfer data to mobile Ad-hoc 

networks. After knowing the target device the data are forwarded with route request data packet form. If target 

device is not found flooding message to route request data packet then again sends to neighbor device that device 

forwarded to next successive device like that it will reach up to target device. 

The completing and effective phase of any project evolution plays a vital role when trying to get a final 

outcome or result. This technique is used to complete the project. Here the execution phase contains many steps 

were the proposed new ideas and try to simulate it. 

If the file is get then the project has to be moved to the design phase for which we are aiming to perform. 

First a programming language must be chosen and then execution part and the designed file must match the 

programming language. This is done to get the final outcome. 

But the product which is used will not be solved out because of the errors in the programming language. So 

the errors must be rectified. That is why the coding part is straightly connected with the designed part. 
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Fig.4. Proposed Work flow diagram 

Simulation setting: Two On-demand (Reactive) routing protocols taken. Ad hoc On-Demand Multipath Distance 

Vector Routing (AOMDV) and Predictive Pre-emptive Ad-hoc on demand Multipath Distance Vector Routing 

Protocol (PPAOMDV) are used in an efficient manner. The movable model can be used in the Random technique 

movable copy. Each copy can view the random group of the mobile nodes. In the overall simulation process, the 

groups of models utilized are similar; it is the traffic source TCP. 

Performance Metrics: It can used to assess and calculate the two routing protocols (AOMDV and PPAOMDV). 

The assessment of the performance to the protocol, first the basic description is making possible to construct the 

accurate mobile ad-hoc network protocol. So the following fundamental description assists to build the good 

protocol that are data delivery ratio, data packet lost and data end-to-end delay. 

Data Packet delivery ratio: The data packet delivery ratio describes total number of data packet received by target 

device divided by total number of data packets sends from source device. The larger values of data packet delivery 

ratio resolve provide improved performance of the protocol. 

 

Data end-to-end delay: The data end-to-end delay describes total number of deficiency of data arrived times from 

source device to data send time to target device and divided by total number of devices connections. It also 

contains the delay source device by route discovery process and the queue in data packet broadcasts. Only the data 

packets that are effectively transported to targets that counted. The lesser value of end to end delay earnings the 

improved performance of the protocol. 

Data Packet lost: The data packet lost is identified the deference between total number of data packet send from 

source device and total number of data packet received by target device. The lower value of the data packet lost 

provides enhanced performance of the protocol. 

 
4. CONCLUSION 

 The conclusion provides an efficient method to enhance the route detection in Mobile Ad-hoc Wireless 

Network using Preemptive Determine Routes Discovery. These study exertion likely two main views provides one 

is reduces the data packet loss and another ultimate performance is focuses preemptively control routes in cases of 

a connection breakage, which constructs a path ineffective. In this concept, the nodes are not contributing to the 

dynamic route or route discovery; decrease the redundant packet broadcasting by nodes. This research work also 

progresses the data packet delivery ratio of finding routes preemptively before the last route becomes unavailable 

to the source. In this paper gives good performance of route discovery of the mobile ad-hoc networks. The 

opportunity mechanisms to be appropriate real time scenarios and to improve the preemptive determine Routes 

discovery algorithms in effective manner. 
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